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The Statistical Power 
Of Rangeland Monitoring Data 

A range consultant shares his thoughts on when numbers are really 
justified - and when they aren't. 

By Peter Sundt 

emands for monitoring of all 
types of natural resources 
have steadily increased in re- 

cent years. Monitoring of rangeland 
condition and grazing utilization are 
now required by court order on fed- 
eral grazing leases, and agencies are 
scrambling to comply. 

"Monitoring" has joined "ecosys- 
tem" as a catchword of progressive 
resource management without which 
no proposal is complete. But in the 
clamor for more quantitative infor- 
mation little attention has been paid 
to the methods of monitoring, and 
even less to the statistical power of 
those methods to detect change. 

This study evaluates power in a set 
of monitoring data in which the point- 
line method was used to estimate fo- 
liar and basal cover of rangeland veg- 
etation. Statistically valid quantitative 
monitoring is more difficult than peo- 
ple seem to realize. I conclude that 
some of the rangeland monitoring 
being called for could likely be ac- 
complished by qualitative evaluations 
by experienced professionals, and 
numbers should be reserved for prop- 
erly-designed projects in whch statis- 
tical power is adequate. 

Methods For The Study 

At each of four separate locations 
in the vicinity of Douglas, Arizona, 
twelve 500 ft x 500 ft plots were 
arranged contiguously in a large 
grid. At each site, eight of the twelve 
study plots were treated by pulling a 
large water-filled drum with sharp 
edges over the vegetation. Half of 
the treated plots were broadcast- 
seeded with species of native peren- 
nial grasses. Four plots were left as 
untreated controls. 

Before and after treatment the 
cover of rock, bare soil, litter, the fo- 
liar cover of all plant species and the 
basal cover of perennial grasses 
were estimated by the point-line 
method, primarily to evaluate the 
success of the treatments in replac- 
ing shrubs with grass. Ten temporary 
transects per plot were systematical- 
ly located and at 100 points along 
the transects a sharp steel pin was 
used to identify the plant or soil cat- 
egory occurring at the point, for a 
total of 100 points per transect, 1000 
points per plot. Transect data was 
kept separate to estimate within-plot 
variance. The data set analyzed for 
this study consists of estimates from 
one pre-treatment and two post- 
treatment years. 

The data set consists of cover esti- 
mates for 48 study plots comprising Power And 
an ongoing research project of the Change 
USForestServiceRockyMountain StatisticalPowerisawaYtomea- 
Research Station, in which S U r e h ~ ~ e f f e ~ t i ~ e m ~ n i t ~ r i n g m e t h -  
Chihuahuan desert scrub vegetation ads are in detecting change. Power 
was subjected to roller-chopping and can be defined as the probability that 
grass-seeding in hopes of converting a real change from one sampling 
scrub to grass. time to the next is detected and not 

mistaken for sampling error or ran- 
dom variation. 

Related to power is minimum de- 
tectable change (MDC): the smaller 
the minimum detectable change the 
more powerful the methods. Given 
the number of samples and the vari- 
ance of the data (i.e. the variation of 
cover values among the 10 transects 
in a plot), one specifies the accept- 
able probabilities of false-change 
and missed-change errors (alpha and 
beta) and can calculate the minimum 
change that can be detected (see for- 
mula in sidebar). 

For this analysis I specified 
alpha=beta=0.20; in other words I 
want 80% confidence that an ob- 
served difference in mean cover 
value from one year to another is not 
due to random events (such as varia- 
tion in point placement). I also want 
to be at least 80% sure that a real 
change will be detected. The more 
confidence one requires the more 
difficult it is to detect change or to 
distinguish real change from random 
effects. All else equal, the more con- 
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Confidence level Cover I 
Fig. 1. Sample sizes (number of transects) needed to detect a 20% Fig. 2. Minimum detectable change (expressed as a percent- 

change in the bare ground cover at plot GWl,  at various levels age of initial cover) vs. initial cover for plot GW6. The 
of confidence. For 60% confidence alpha=beta=0.4, for 80% best-f i t  curve is illustrated and cover values a t  
confidence alpha=beta=0.2, etc. Calculated from the formulae MDC%=lOO%, 50% and 20% calculated from the equa- 
in Elzinga (1998), p. 346. lion of the curve are indicated. RZ is a measure o f  the ac- 

curacy with which the curve fits the data points (values 
range from 0 to 1.0). 

fidence one demands, the more sam- 
ples are needed (Figure I). I have 
settled on 80% confidence as a rea- 
sonable level for most rangeland 
monitoring. For most biological re- 
search the required level of confi- 
dence is 95%. 

Evaluating Power 
Minimum detectable change is a 

function of alpha (the acceptable 
probability of false change error), 
beta (the acceptable probability of 
missed change error), sample size, 
and pooled sample variance. 
Consider the data in Table 1 from 

one of the 48 study plots. A change 
between years 1 and 2 from the ini- 
tial cover of 60 to at least 60+7=67 
or to less than 60-7=53 could have 
been detected - any smaller change 
would have to be attributed to ran- 
dom variation. 

In percentage terms, the methods 
were sufficiently powerful to detect 
changes of 12% or more of the ini- 
tial cover value between years 1 and 
2. In later years the methods were 
less powerful largely because of the 
increased pooled variance-a mini- 
mum change of 13% was necessary 
between years 1 and 3, and of 19% 
between years 2 and 3. 

These calculations were made for 
all the species and soil categories in 
all 48 plots for all possible between- 
year comparisons, about 1575 com- 
parisons in all. To distill the enor- 
mous amount of data into a readily 
evaluated form, graphs were pro- 
duced of MDC% versus cover for 
each plot (MDC% is the minimum 
detectable change expressed as a 
percent of the initial cover). One 
such graph appears as Figure 2. The 
power of the method is greatest for 
species with high initial cover. Most 
species in this plot have cover values 
less than 10% and any change in 
their cover must be 20-250% to be 

YEAR 

MEAN COVER 

VARIANCE 

Table 1. Data for bare ground cover in plot GW6 for 3 sample times (1996,1999,2000). 
detected. 

The upper half of the table compares the mean cover values and variances among the The data in Figure can be fitted 
3 years. The lower half indicates the pooled sample variance, the minimum de- with a curve, the equation of which 
tectable change (MDC) and minimum detectable change as a percent of the mean ini- is a negative exponential function. 
tial cover value (MDC%) for each between-year comparison. While some species'  points lie 

above or below this curve, the equa- 
tion is a useful generalization of the 
method's power integrated across all 
species. For the average species in 
Figure 2 with initial cover less than 
1.4% a change must be 100% or 
more to be detected; for species with 
initial cover between 1.4% and 
5.9%, the change must generally be 
50%-100%; and for those species 
with initial cover greater than 40.7% 

YEARS COMPARED 

POOLED VAR. 

MDC 

MDC as % of cover 

1 

60 

43 

1 t o 2  

47 

7 

12% 

2 

42 

5 1 

3 

67 

73 

1 to 3 

5 8 

8 

13% 

2 to 3 

62 

8 

19% 
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Table 2. Cover values for MDC %=100%, 50% and 20% calculated from equations of 
best-fit curves for all the data pooled at each of the 4 study sites, and for all data 
pooled in the entire dataset. In each column the range of cover values calculated from 
the curves from each of the 12 plots at each site is in parentheses. In the right hand 
column the results are from the graph made by pooling all the data in the dataset 
(Figure 3). 

MDC% Site WG Site GW Site ER Site SB All 
data pooled 

100% 2 (1-2) 2 (1-2 ) 2 (1-4) 2 (1-3) 2 

50% 8 (4-15) 7 (4- 14) 7 (5-9) 13 (6-32) 8 

20% 49 (20->loo) 48 (23->I 00) 58 (33-> 100) 132 (41->I 00) 61 

a change of only 20% could be de- For Most Species Power 1s 
tected. Such graphs and their equa- Low 
tions were created for each plot in In Figure 3 all of the data in the 
the dataset, and provide a useful way study has been combined into a sin- 
to compare the power of the meth- gle graph, and the curve provides an 
ods among plots (Table 2). overall assessment of the power of 

the monitoring methods integrated 

across all species in a11 plots at all 
sites in the study. 

Generalizing from the equation of 
the curve one can say that for the av- 
erage species with less than 2% ini- 
tial cover a change must be 100% or 
more of the initial cover to be de- 
tected with 80% confidence of mak- 
ing neither a missed change nor a 
false change error. For the average 
species with cover between 8-6 1 %, a 
50% change can be detected, while 
for those species with initial cover z- 
61% a change need be only 20% of 
the initial value to be detected. 

Figure 4 shows the distribution of 
all year-to-year comparisons in the 
dataset, with corresponding ranges 
of minimum detectable change. For 
almost one third of the species in the 
data set the change must have been 

0 20 40 GO 80 

initial cover 

Fig. 3. Minimum detectable change as a percent of initial cover (MDC%) graphed as a function of initial cover for all 1575 between-year 
comparisons in the dataset. The equation of tlze best-fit curve and its R2 value are indicated. R2 is a measure of the accuracy with whiclz 
the curve fits the data points (values range from 0 to 1.0). 
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100% to 700% of the initial cover 
value to be detected--rather low 
power of the methods to detect 
change for many species. 

Fortunately, most conclusions in 
this project and in rangeland moni- 
toring generally are based on 
changes in common species and in 
bare ground cover, for which the 
methods have reasonable power. For 
bare ground, which in this data set is 
generally 50-75% cover, the meth- 
ods are quite sensitive. The top 2 or 
3 species in a plot generally exceed 
2% cover, so that a 50-100% change 
in their initial cover values can be 
detected. These methods are rarely 
able to detect a change in basal 
cover of perennial grass species, 
however, simply because basal cover 
values are generally <1% and rarely 
exceed 2% in this study. 

How To Boost Statistical 
Power 

Much rangeland monitoring has 
been conducted with sample sizes 
considerably smaller than the 1,000 
points per plot used in this study. 
Cover data will often be taken in 
conjunction with frequency data, 
using a single point indicator on the 
frequency frame (or a mark on a 
boot), and typically resulting in 
cover estimates based on 100 or 200 
points. 

In many rangeland situations these 
sample sizes are far too small for ad- 
equate statistical power, even for 
common species. Furthermore, 
many monitoring projects do not in- 
corporate replication (i.e. by keeping 
data separate by transect) and so no 
evaluation of sample variance and 
confidence can be made. 

Statistical power can be increased by 

a) increasing sample sizes, 
b) reducing within-plot and be- 

tween-year variances, and 
c) lumping species into groups to at- 

tain larger cover values. 

More samples are almost always 
desirable, but the cost in time and ef- 
fort is directly related to sample size. 
Reducing variance can often in- 
crease power with less effort than 
raising the sample size. Variance can 
be minimized by carefully selecting 
homogeneous vegetation for study 
plots, by permanently marking sam- 
ple points or transects, and in some 
cases by using a rectangular rather 
than a square sampling frame. 
Lumping uncommon species into 
functional groups (i.e. annual forbs, 
perennial grasses) can boost power 
because, as this study shows, power 
increases with cover values. It is 

Fig. 4.  Tlze distribution of between-year comparisorzs in tlze dataset (1575 comparisons total) in categories of the ranges of rninimum de- 
tectable change expressed as a percentage of the initial cover values (MDC%). For example, in 509 of the 1575 comparisons the mini- 
mum detectable clzange must have exceeded 100% of  the initial cover vallie to be detected with 80% confidence. 
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easier to detect changc in the group 
"annual forbs" than in any individ- 
ual species of annual forb, and of- 
tentimes it is a change in the func- 
tional group, rather than the individ- 
ual species, that is of most interest. 
In my data set. lumping the basal 
covers of all perennial grasses into a 
group would make changcs in this 
important  vegetation component  
much easier to detect. 

There is an unavoidable tradeoff 
between statistical power, which 
comes frorn large sample sizes and 
minimized variance, and adcquate 
representation of the heterogeneity 
of real rangeland vegetation. With a 
small  plot ,  permanently-marked 
transects and large numbers of unbi- 
ased samples one can attain consid- 
erable power to detect change within 
the study plot. But small plots en- 
compass less of the real variation 
that exists, so there must be several 
such plots located to represent the 
variation, or one must make the as- 
sumption that any change that oc- 
curs or fails to occur in the study 
plot accurately reflects changes in 
the broader general area. 

With the key area concept we im- 
plicitly make the latter assumption, 
but rarely do we evaluate its validity 
by extensive sampling. Time and ef- 
fort are always limiting factors in 
rangeland monitoring, and one must 
carefully balance the values of inten- 
sive vs. cxtensive sampling. 

Numbers Not Always 
Necessary, Often Bogus 

Stat is t ical ly val id quanti tat ive 
monitoring of rangeland vegetation 
is both rare and difficult, yet the de- 
mand for quantitative monitoring in- 
creases. Numbers seem to provide a 
psychological veneer of scientific 
rigor that is often not justified by in- 
adequate methods. In some cases the 
ob.jectives of monitoring can be ac- 
complished without hard numbers, 
based on professional opinion guid- 
ed by semi-quantitative methods. 

For example, an experienced ob- 
server can learn to estimate covcr in 
broad categories  (c .g .  10-25%, 
25-50%) by calibration with small, 
intensively sampled plots or single 
transects, and such estilnates may 
often provide sufficient precision lor 
the object ives of the project.  
Qualitative assessments of species 
composition, erosion, and ground 
cover supplemented by photos are ad- 
equate for many projects and are al- 
ways preferable to bogus ni~rnbers 
(reported with exaggerated significant 
digits and no estimates of uncertainty) 
resulting from inadequate methods. 

There is a place for rigorous quan- 
titative methods, such as when early 
detection of change is important and 
cannot be accomplished by visual in- 
spection, or when, for legal reasons, 
an objective, quantitative rccord is 
demanded. Furthemlore, sampling of 
vegetation has collateral bcnefits- 
one's attention is wonderfully con- 
centrated by repeatedly peering into 
small frames laid on the ground. Phil 
Ogden of the University of Arizona, 
a pioneer of rangeland monitoring, 
maintains that the social and educa- 
tional benefits of monitoring are the 
most important-the gathering of in- 
terested people to look closely at the 
land and to disci~ss its changcs. But 
when numbers are reported and used 
to make decisions they must result 
from methods with adequate statisti- 
cal power or the whole process be- 
comes suspect. 

Prtcr- Srrrl~lt is el SKM c~erlj/'ieel rrlrzgr 
n~trtzcl,yf~nlrv~/ prc~f~,ssiorzcrl bvho hns hrc,tl 
~r(.ti\~>!\. etlgogerl (1s u con.s~~Iturrt irz rtrngc- 
lunti nlonitorin,y sitic.e 1990. He is b(lsr1tl 
in Pitna, Arizorru. 

Ar~thot. crckrlorvlccl,yc~ri~e~t~t.s: 7hi.s st~1tIy is 
hosrcl otr clcltcl collf~cteel ,fi)t- tlrc. US For-c~st 
S~t-\li( .r R o c k  Morrnluirz E , ~ p ~ r i n l f > t ~ t  
Stutiorl trrltl / h e  Molpni  Rorderlcrrzcls 
Grc~rq~. 771e J)l/ob~.itz,y people rc~rcl ee~r-ly 
tlrrl/i.s arrcl nrrrclr lzcll?fi~l srtg,yr.stiotr.s: 
Mrlricr F~t~ t~c~ t rc l~r -Gi r l l c~ t rc~r ,  Kricly King, 
Chtrt-1c.s C ~ ~ r t i t z .  J O C  McA~li f j l i ' ,  ROJ 
TI I I I IPT.  L(~t,t"y A / / B ~ I .  GUI-y I;ru.~icr- c~tid (111 

L I t 1 0 1 1 \ ~ t l Z 0 I I ~ S  I.('L'~'('IvcY. 
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